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thalmitis (inflammation of the internal coats of the eyes),
and phthisis bulbi (a shrunken non-functional eye).
Strangely enough, big cat blindness is not new to this country. In 1997, four cheetahs underwent ocular examinations
and were presumed to be blind; the two young cheetahs had
mature cataracts while the two adults were found to have
severe signs of ocular trauma, including lid and cornea scar
tracts, and mature cataracts. Following appropriate care
and treatment, all four of them underwent successful cataract extraction. But these findings prompted an investigation into the cause of the cataracts in the adult wild captured cheetahs that is still continuing today. Blindness in
Namibian cheetahs hasn’t reached epidemic proportions
until now.

By Chloe’ Lewis

After the first 182 wild cheetah eyes were
Big cats are among the most beautiful and examined, it was shown beyond a doubt that there is a high
fierce predators on earth. Found all over the world, these
incidence of ocular trauma in the Namibian cheetahs. The
powerful felines possess unparalleled strength and master cause of this epidemic is the big question. Why is it that an
hunting skills—they are the true royalty of the wild.
overwhelming number of cheetahs in the Namibian populaAmong these dominant hunters, the cheetah takes the cake tion have suffered severe eye trauma to the point of eventuas being the fastest of all the big cats. Cheetahs—the most al blindness? Researchers looked at the issue from many
unique and specialized of the big cats—are aerodynamical- angles. A number of theories have been presented, and only
ly built for speed, with their linear bodies and long legs
one has been widely accepted—a theory concerning shiftenabling them to reach up to seventy miles per hour. Their ing land use in Namibia.
large eyes are positioned for maximum binocular potential,
allowing the cheetah to easily lock onto the target and comThe unique thing about Namibian cheetahs
mence the chase. However, in the heartlands of Africa, the is that unlike most other wild African cheetahs, they live
fastest land mammal on earth has gone blind.
and are forced to thrive in bush encroached areas—a habitat that does not meet their specific needs. Typically, cheeEarly in 2013, researchers at the Africat
tahs throughout Africa and Asia thrive in vast open areas
Foundation in the South African country of Namibia rethat are essential for tracking and hunting prey across long
leased critical information regarding a devastating blow to
distances. However, this type of habitat has been continuNamibia’s cheetah population. These cheetahs can no
ously declining in Namibia as grassy lands are increasingly
longer kill. They are going blind. Researchers at Africat
began to notice that some cheetahs are developing a myste- converted to woody vegetation in a process known as bush
encroachment. . Researchers have determined that the traurious white haze that is spreading across their cornea and
ultimately rendering them completely blind. This mysteri- ma to the Namibian cheetahs has been the result of thorn or
foliage damage to sensitive eye components as a result of
ous problem has now become an epidemic, sweeping
the cheetahs hunting in bush encroached habitat.
across the Namibian cheetah population. Now blind, the
cheetahs of Namibia are unable to hunt, causing a devastating domino effect. No vision, no hunt. No hunt, no food.
No food, no survival and reproduction. Extinction.

While undergoing their annual health
screening at Africat, the cheetahs exhibited a high incidence of ocular trauma ranging from mild scarring of the
lids and/or cornea, to mature cataracts, to severe endophReturn to Index
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Currently, the vast majority of the wild Namibian
cheetah population impacted by this epidemic is
being tracked down and taken in for observation
and surgery. It will take time as tracking and capturing one of the fiercest and fastest hunters in the
world is not an easy task. What can be done to prevent something like this from happening again?
Unfortunately, the culprit in this case is bush encroachment, which also affects the agricultural
productivity and biodiversity of the African savannahs. Current research on the exact mechanisms
that contribute to bush encroachment is still incomplete. Until then, it seems researchers working with
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Africat in Namibia will have to come up with their
own temporary defenses to battle back the effects
of bush encroachment. Otherwise, they will find
themselves with a long line of blinded cheetah patients, more deaths, and the possibility of the wild
cheetah population facing extinction. In the meantime, we can only hope nature will play in favor of
the cheetahs; they will have to either adapt or die.

Sources:
http://www.okonjima.com/content/Research_at_Africat
http://www.africat.org/component/content/article/37-news/news-2013/356-conservation-in-namibia
http://www.cheetah.org/?nd=cheetah_facts
http://www.bushencroachment.com/bush-encroachment-african-savannas.html
http://www.earthwatch.org/europe/expeditions/exped_experience/exped_blogs/blog_marker
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Questioning the Horrors of Nude
By Cody Beltis
I wear clothes because when it is really cold out, they
keep me warm. I choose clothes that are stylish, trendy, and
convey my personality (or so I hope). I also wear clothes because
in many circumstances I have to, in order to avoid getting arrested. Ask yourselves this question: Have I ever spent an entire day
completely naked? For me, the response was no, and I found
that answer so wrong. As another animal on this planet, we
should spend at least one day of our lives in the all-natural,
sweet exposure of nudity.
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forms of exposure. Art that is meant to display the human form
may be seen as scandalous. For example, my fifth grade art
teacher covered the crotch on a poster of a famous Greek statue
using duct tape. Apparently this was x-rated material for an elementary school student in the U.S.
Perhaps our current absorption in the world of imagery
and photography today makes nudity inevitably inappropriate. If
nudity became acceptable, then surely it would also be acceptable in photographs. It would probably be unfortunate and dangerous if everyone were naked in their Facebook profile picture.

On the contrary, anyone who watches HBO’s Girls
knows that actress and writer, Lena Dunham, is always willing to
There are only select times in most of our daily activiget naked. Though she may not flaunt the epitome of a perfect
ties when it is okay to be naked. Showering is obviously one of
female body, she boasts her own shape with confidence, and it
them. It is the only time, besides sex, when we just have to be
is beautiful. Oftentimes, she is not even doing anything sexual.
naked, or else the point is defeated. We would never be clean if
For example, there is a scene in season 2, episode 5 where she is
we wore clothes in the shower. So aside from intimate moments
playing ping-pong with her top off.
or the pleasure of being unconcealed in hot water, nudity is a
rare state of being in most of our lives.
So something like nude photography or nudity in film is
not always pornography. It is often a simplistic and organic exSometimes, there are occasions where we can share
pression of the human body. Nude photos can be appreciated
our bodies with someone other than a partner or doctor. For
because clothes are no longer present to elicit an initial judgexample, some of us might be interested in streaking with our
ment of class, background, etc. All humans look relatively similar
friends or taking a liberating frolic through a meadow. Or, more
when naked- poor to rich.
frequently, streaking might present itself as a solid plan when
everyone has run out of things to do at a party. Skinny-dipping,
The point of this article was not to argue that humans
too, is an outdoor activity that requires nudity.
should live as nudists. I don’t think this will ever happen. Humans are too focused on ideas of civilizing themselves, and nudiNudity is like a gateway to opening up mentally, and
ty is connected with the savage. But I encourage the reader to
not just physically. If I can get naked, I am able to fully confide in
ponder the idea of the world as a nudist society. It could be
others and myself. I feel comfortable with telling any inner
better for the environment, but is nudity ineffective in keeping
truths. One feels exposed inside and out when they de-robe.
us warm, as well as immoral?
Of course, there are questions about the effectiveness
In conclusion, I would really like to be fully naked for
of nudity. Sure, it may be liberating, but it is certainly not a way
simply one day of my own human life. I have tried numerously
to keep warm. There is simply no reason to be naked when it is
to spend twenty-four hours without clothes, but I have been
snowing out. According to a study at the University of Florida,
unsuccessful. I am either in my dorm, it is too cold, or my family
humans began wearing clothes 170,000 years ago, which enais around. I am still waiting for the right conditions to do this.
bled us to migrate out of Africa and move north. Here, we see
that we have evolved with clothing as an integral part of our
But I still pose my challenge to the reader. See if you
lives (and thus the lack of body hair we have now). In cold condi- have the right conditions for spending an entire day naked, and
tions, clothing is just necessary for our survival.
try it out. Hopefully, you will gain a few things: saving money
and water and laundry, a boosted confidence in your body, you
So clothing may be necessary when the temperature is
can say you did it, and you probably will have a really good day.
low, but it is not always imperative when one is relaxing in their
heated home, sleeping bundled up, or tanning at the beach.
Vanessa Farquharson, author of Sleeping Naked is Green, teachReferences:
es us that being naked can actually be better for the environhttp://www.huffingtonpost.com/leigh-weingus/girls-season-2ment. She said that sleeping without a pair of pajamas each
episode-5-recap-one-mans-trash_b_2648496.html
night can save water and money on laundry. Perhaps if all humans were naked all of the time except for in cold conditions,
http://news.ufl.edu/2011/01/06/clothing-lice/
we could save a lot of water and reduce consumption. Resources used to make and clean clothes would be far better con- Farquharson, Vanessa. Sleeping naked is green: how an ecocynic unplugged her
served.
fridge, sold her car, and found love in 366 days. Boston:
But here is where questions of morality arise. Where
can the line be drawn between what is appropriate and inappro- Houghton Mifflin
priate regarding nudity? Because of ties between sex and nakedHarcourt Pub. Co., 2009. Print.
ness, there is skepticism surrounding even the most natural
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Would You Wear Your Swim Trunks In a Blizzard?

By Daniel Pelligra
With spring’s arrival comes the opening of some of our favorite local farm stands, farmers’ markets, and backyard gardening. Each one of these offers a delicious and healthy way to support a more sustainable environment. For
this reason, this spring may be a great time to start thinking more ‘in-season’ the next time you go food shopping.
The seasons of the year dictate our lives – what we wear, the activities we participate in and, often times, even
the overall attitude, mood, and outlook of an individual. For most aspects of each season, proper behavior is pretty obvious – no one is going to wear a winter jacket in the summer, just like no one is going to go out in their swim trunks
during a blizzard (even if
the blizzard does bear
Fall
Winter
the name Nemo). These
things come naturally to
us. Living in the Northeast,
we have the wonderful
opportunity to experience
all four seasons in all
their glory – along with the
fresh produce that grows
during each of these seasons! Unfortunately,
many consumers that shop
at our supermarkets today do not apply seasonal
mentality to the food
they eat. This can be directly attributed to the
availability of “fresh” produce whenever we want
it. If a consumer wants to
buy a tomato in February in New Jersey, producers will provide that
product, even if the quality
is marginal.
This phenomenon
of produce that is available anywhere, any time of
the year, has forced consumers to settle for sub-par
tasting produce, just for
the sake of having that
product whenever the
Summer
Spring
consumer wants it. Fortunately, eating in season
can maximize the amount of excellent, fresh produce available to the consumer, as well as cut down on transportation
costs of food shipped worldwide. As an example, here in the northeast the spring is a great time for a variety of greens,
vegetables, and some of the first fruits of the season. These include a wide range of items including asparagus, beets,
broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, and even strawberries towards the end of spring. Keeping an eye out for these products
in the grocery store and at your local farm stands will give you a better chance of getting a fresher product that was
grown closer to home. This applies to all seasons as well, not just spring.
By making a conscious effort to maximize the purchase of in-season produce, consumers can not only get the
best available product for that time of year, but also make a positive impact on local agriculture and the environment.
While eating solely in season may seem like an impossible task these days, by keeping seasonal eating in the back of
your mind while shopping, we can enjoy that tomato when it’s a Jersey tomato in the summer – not a bland South
American tomato that was picked while still green and shipped to your local supermarket in January.

For more information on what is in season in our area, visit http://webarchive.human.cornell.edu/
foodguide/archive/lists.html for a comprehensive list.
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Health Benefits of Juicing
by Alya Dukhan
With warmer weather just around the corner I— like many other individuals—am well aware of the impending bikini season. As always, this reintroduces that dreaded word into my vocabulary—diet. It’s funny how
so many fear this word when all it technically means is ‘the sustenance an individual consumes on a daily basis’.
However, to go along with the current societal definition—where one reduces his or her caloric intake, or eats
in a specific way so as to reduce weight—I decided to look into what the latest diet fads were and see if any of
them seemed promising. That is how I came across the eye opening documentary Fat, Sick, and Nearly Dead.
This documentary brings to light the worldwide obesity epidemic and one man’s journey to turn his life
around by losing weight. He starts his weight loss endeavor by drinking only fresh juice for sixty days, a process
many know as juicing, followed by slowly incorporating healthy foods into his diet. Joe Cross, the main character, not only lost over one hundred pounds, but was also able to stop taking all of his medications just by
drinking juice. His blood pressure went down, his blood sugar normalized, and his energy levels increased drastically. These tremendous results intrigued me. Is juicing really healthy? Can anyone do it, and will it really improve their way of life?
When juicing, you are simply extracting the juice from fruits and vegetables, which includes many important vitamins and minerals. Many juicing advocates claim that “…juicing is better for you than eating whole
fruits and vegetables because your body can absorb the nutrients better and it gives your digestive system a rest
from working on fiber (MayoClinic).” Some researchers also argue that juicing can reduce the risk of cancer,
increase the strength of your immune system, remove toxins from your body, improve your digestion and assist in weight loss (MayoClinic). Additionally, it’s much easier to drink one cup of vegetables and fruits— which
usually contains the Food and Drug Administration’s recommended daily requirements—than trying to eat all
of those products in their whole form in one sitting. However, juicing full time like Joe Cross is a bit extreme
because without eating fruits and vegetables whole, he was depriving himself of a substantial amount of dietary
fiber. Fiber helps control cholesterol levels and ensures that individuals have healthy bowel movements
(MayoClinic).
After considering these facts, I decided to try ‘part-time’ juicing, meaning I would juice for only one
meal of the day and eat normal, mostly healthy meals for the rest of the day. One week into this endeavor, I was
thoroughly surprised by how delicious the juices came out each time and how easy juicing really was. I was also
surprised to find that each juice was filling, and I could in fact replace a meal, such as breakfast, for juice and be
perfectly content— more so than if I ate yogurt and toast for breakfast, or even an omelet. I was also amazed
by how much energy I suddenly had; I am generally already an energetic person, but when I drank the juice in
the morning I would be energetic all day without the need for coffee. I definitely intend to continue juicing—it
makes me feel much more alert and I highly recommend it to anyone who is looking to feel better in a healthy
way. One of my favorite juice concoctions thus far is made of kale, cucumbers, apple, and tomatoes. If you are
interested in juicing, below are a few good sources for more information and for recipes that are definitely
worth trying! http://juicerecipes.com/
http://www.liquidvitaminsleader.com/juice-cleanse/
http://www.raw-foods-diet-center.com/vegetable-juicing-recipes.html
sources: mayoclinic.com
Return to Index
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Ocean’s Most Productive Zones
by Evangelina Pena

Upwelling is a phenomenon which happens majorly
in the western coasts of the continents of the world. This
phenomenon relies on the external environmental forces
such as Coriolis Effect, the wind and Ekman transport. As
the name may imply, this phenomenon allows water that is deep in the ocean to come up to
the surface. Upwelling water, which has been in the deep ocean for many years, is filled with
nutrients since many of the microbes and phytoplankton that take advantage of them also
need sunlight to survive. As the water comes to the surface, or upwells, this is what many organisms use as their resource for food. The ocean is in constant motion and has various large
currents that are distinctly different that travel throughout different locations of the world
bringing different nutrients and facilitating migration of the organisms that live in it.
Upwelling zones only make up 5% of the world's oceans size wise, but these regions are
where more than 90% of the world's fisheries get their fish from. Upwelling zones are the
most productive zones in the ocean in terms of organisms that thrive in them because they
have the most optimal conditions for many of them.
As climate change continues, upwelling zones are predicted to be negatively affected
suggesting danger in the survivorship of organisms and world fisheries. Since the surface water is predicted to increase in temperature, there will be more stratification with the different
bodies of water and less mixing. Less mixing denotes that there is not going to be a continuous flux of nutrients and it will decrease the ongoing replenishment of water that these organisms need. Like the terrestrial food web, the marine food web represents the same concept. If
the smaller marine organisms such as microbes do not have the proper nutrition, the next
trophic levels will be affected as well by the limited availability of food resources. The
trophic levels will continue to be affected until they affect us and that is unfortunately when
humans finally want to take a step to help our natural resources.
Numerous large fisheries’ stocks are already at their threshold or have collapsed. For
the sake of the animals or for our own sake, we need to start acting proactively since we have
already seeing catastrophic events with other species. If the upwelled zones, the ocean’s most
productive zones, are affected as predicted we will need to take into consideration how this
will affect us and how we can try to recover the world’s fisheries in the future. The ocean
currents affect everything that is in the ocean and around the ocean such as weather patterns
and transportation of many natural and introduced things. The fact that we are affecting one
of the major players of Earth’s natural resources that is vastly unexplored and the consequences are unknown is a daunting thought that awaits to be revealed.
Resources
http://oceanmotion.org
http://oceanmotion.org/html/background/upwelling-and-downwelling.htm
Oceanographic lectures
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The Oil Spill Three Years Later
by Simon Galperin
It took 87 days for BP Oil Company and its partners to seal the Macondo well, the oil well over where
the Deepwater Horizon drilling platform exploded in the spring of 2010, killing 11 individuals. In the span of
time of the cleanup, nearly 5 million barrels of oil were released into the Gulf of Mexico. For reference, if a
container the volume of Yankee’s Stadium, from the pitcher’s mound to the top row, were filled with that oil,
it would still not be enough to contain it.
Estimates in August of 2010 saw more than 7,000 animals dead or injured as a direct consequence of
the spill. That year, 40 percent of the Gulf’s waters were closed by the federal government to commercial and
recreational fishing, a $3
billion industry that is the
economic backbone of the
region.
In the nearly three
has spent $24 billion on
those affected by the spill,
Times. The company also
es, paying over $4 billion

years that have passed BP
cleanup and payments to
according to the New York
pled guilty to criminal chargin fines and penalties.

Despite these
dollars in payouts from
uals, oil from the spill still
States. Some of the oil
mats between Alabama’s
gulf. Inclement weather,
thunderstorms, churns
make their way to the

years of effort and billions of
BP to businesses and individmars the shores of Gulf
comes from submerged tar
beaches and sand bars in the
ranging from hurricanes to
those deposits and they
state’s shores.

Oil trapped in the marshes of Louisiana was stirred up by 2012’s Hurricane Isaac and cause what one
expert interviewed on NPR called “re-oiling.” Though he also notes that it was nowhere near the levels of the
2010 spill. At its height in July of 2010, over 300 miles of Louisiana shoreline was considered oiled. State officials estimated that at least 200 miles of shoreline was still oiled last year including on the state’s barrier islands and wetlands.
This status quo is the backdrop to the civil trial currently being held against BP. The plaintiffs,
or the ones seeking compensation for damages, are the federal government, five Gulf Coast states, and a
group representing several thousand individual who, unlike others, did not to settle out of court. BP will have
to pay up to $16 billion if it is found guilty of the worst charges levied against it. If so, the total cost to the
company would amount to $40 billion dollars or four times the operating budget of the EPA.
Sources:
http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=33&t=6
http://www.npr.org/2013/02/28/173167436/after-the-spill-the-environment-and-economy-of-the-gulf
http://www.gadling.com/2010/11/29/bowermasters-adventures-measuring-the-extent-of-oil-spillage/
http://www.nola.com/news/gulf-oil-spill/index.ssf/2012/04/spilled_bp_oil_lingers_on_loui.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-02-23/bp-oil-spill-haunts-gulf-business-owners-almost-two-years-afterdisaster.html
http://www.npr.org/2013/02/25/172905428/civil-trial-against-bp-seeks-to-place-blame-for-gulf-oil-spill
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/26/business/energy-environment/bp-trial-opens-with-possible-deal-inbackground.html?ref=gulfofmexico2010
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Terrestrial animals have long been domesticated for
various human purposes. Special forces regularly train and use
canines for their explicit sense of smell, agility, and loyalty.
Besides the domestic marine animals seen at SeaWorld shows
or aquatic zoos, marine mammals are also specially trained to
carry out important tasks.
The United States Navy Marine Mammal Program
began in 1960 and continues to be in full operation. Today, its
headquarters are located on the San Diego Bay in California,
where the Navy’s marine mammals are housed, trained, and
employed to fulfil a variety of operations. Some navy missions
can even require the animals to travel or fly far distances. Originally, the program’s goals were primarily researched based. The
Navy sought to design underwater technology such as, submarines and gliders, to be as efficient in speed and diving similar to
the abilities of marine animals. Eventually, the navy began to
train these intelligent and docile mammals to carry out the missions in substitution for the equipment that was difficult to design and construct.

since sea mines detonate due to larger vessel movement and not
by minor aquatic life activity. An extensive staff of veterinarians, technicians, biologists, and trainers all look after and tend
to the animals. Today, the Navy Marine Mammal Program consists of over 100 marine mammals that are skilled, ready for
duty, and vital in protecting our coasts.
Sources:
https://kb.defense.gov/app/answers/detail/a_id/487/~/u.s.navy-marine-mammal-program
http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2013/03/killermilitary-dolphins-go-awol-for-love-maybe-not/
http://www.public.navy.mil/spawar/Pacific/71500/Pages/
faqs.aspx
http://blogs.state.gov/index.php/site/entry/
navy_dolphins_montenegro

During the early years of the program, over 20 species
of marine mammals, including sharks and marine birds, were
challenged to determine which marine animals would be most
efficient and useful for Navy missions. For some time, orca and
beluga whales were trained. Today, bottlenose dolphins and
California sea lions are the most common in the program due to
their compliance, adaptability, and ease in care.
Unlike humans, marine mammals are able to easily
descend down far pressurized depths for extended periods of
time that humans cannot withstand. These animals have become
crucial in performing a several of underwater tasks and safety
maritime safety. Some of their tasks include: ship and harbour
protection, mine detection and clearance, and underwater object
recovery, diver assistance, deep and prolonged diving, underwater patrol, and many more. For underwater object recoveries, the
animals are either sent into the water equipped with a buoy to
pinpoint the location of the item or they bite onto a clamp that
can be hooked onto the object. Dolphins’ biological sonar, echolocation, is highly efficient at locating and retrieving sea mines
that remain on the sea floor. Not only is echolocation more effective than the most advanced technology available today, but
also dolphins’ training is also less expensive than equipment
development. These animals are well feed and cared for, which
explains why they return after their missions instead of escaping
and swimming away.
In recent news, Ukraine’s so called, “killer” dolphins
have been reported to abandon their program in search of mates.
Photos of the animals with weapons attached onto them have
sparked pre-existing controversy among animal activists. They
criticize the use of marine mammals, accusing it of endangering
the animals by risking their lives to carry out potentially dangerous missions, turning them into killing machines, and neglecting
their natural dispositions. The Navy refutes these claims, and
states that the missions are not intended to harm the animals,
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Do Not Let The Name Fool You
by Renee Leventon
The Irish potato candy is in fact not from Ireland, nor is it a potato. The large marble treats began in the
Philadelphia area and are commonly popular around Saint Patrick’s Day.
St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated every 17th of March. According to Irish literature experts, Saint Patrick
was kidnapped by pirates and forced into slavery in Ireland. There, Saint Patrick herded sheep and focused on
religion. Finally, after six years he was able to run away to his home in Britain.
Back home Patrick became a priest, and had a dream that the people of Ireland were begging him to return and convert them into Christians. He studied and prepared for many years before traveling back to Ireland
as a missionary. Saint Patrick caused a religious shift in the people with power such as the nobles, and from
there the people followed.
Today, St. Patrick’s Day comes with many traditions, one of which is wearing the color green. Originally,
the color blue was associated with the holiday but in old Irish literature the Saint Patrick used a shamrock to
demonstrate the Holy Trinity to his people, which inspired shamrock designs on clothing. Soon after, Irish soldiers wore head to toe green uniforms on March 17th to catch people’s attention during the 1798 rebellion. From
then on green became the worldwide color of Saint Patrick’s Day.
On St. Patty’s Day family and friends gather to remember Saint Patrick and enjoy the day with parades,
parties, drinks, and wearing green. The St. Patty’s Day parade in New York City was inspired by Shamrock
Clubs that party for days in Ireland on the weekend of March 17th. Since St. Patrick’s Day is close to the first day
of spring many people like to view it as the green signs of the new season.
Hopefully you now have a better understanding of the history of St. Patty’s Day, along with the yummy
recipe below!
Irish Potatoes
Ingredients:


1/4 cup butter, softened



1/2 (8 ounce) package cream cheese



1 teaspoon vanilla extract



4 cups confectioners' sugar



2 1/2 cups flaked coconut



1 tablespoon ground cinnamon

Di re ct ion s:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Beat the butter and cream cheese together until smooth in a medium bowl
Add the vanilla and confectioners' sugar; beat until smooth
Mix in the coconut with a spoon
Roll into balls or potato shapes
Roll in the cinnamon
Place onto a cookie sheet and chill to set for about one hour
If desired, roll potatoes in cinnamon again for darker color and/or roll again in the confectioners’ sugar
for more flavor

http://allrecipes.com/recipe/irish-potato-candy/
http://whydyoueatthat.wordpress.com/2011/03/19/green-beer-and-irish-potatoes-candy/
http://www.theholidayspot.com/patrick/historyofpatrick.htm
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Striving For Beauty
by Ryan Koch
Pollution is the reason the earth is not 100% beautiful. A complex society yields complex problems,
and in the highly evolved world we live in, there is a greater chance for more pollution. Pollution comes in
many forms: air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution, thermal pollution, and more. We can see several
forms of pollution happening all around us. Many major cities, like Los Angeles, carry a thick layer of smog,
which is formed by the mixing of fog and gaseous emissions, like car and power plant exhaust. Lawn and
farming fertilizers have a direct connection to water pollution; after a fresh rainfall, the chemicals get carried
from sewers to streams, and then from rivers to oceans. Pollution is literally everywhere, from the ground to
the sky. Let’s talk about a cause of pollution we can all relate to – littering.
Many people litter. In fact, 75% of people admitted to littering in the past 5 years…yikes. Why
would we do such a thing? There are many reasons. Ignorance is a big one. It is difficult for an educated
college student to understand why this is a major reason. However, there are many people who are unaware
of the effects littering has on the environment. Laziness is another factor. Many people are unwilling to
throw away their own trash, perhaps because they think it’s not their property so it’s not their responsibility to
do so. These things can really determine how much people litter.
So what effects do littering have on the environment? Well, most litter ends up in the ocean – 9 billion tons each year, actually. Many companies view the ocean as a vast space for getting rid of trash.
They’re right about the vast part, but what they might not know is that most of what they dump washes back
up to the shore. The same thing happens on beaches when people litter in the ocean. When I was younger, I
went to a beach in Maine, and there was sea glass everywhere along the shore to collect. Little did I know at
that point, I was picking up litter! Most sea glass is formed when glass bottles are thrown into the ocean, and
the tumbling of the waves smooth out the glass into pretty gems. Glass is not the only thing that gets into the
ocean. There’s paper, rubber, aluminum, plastic; you name it.
Out of all the trash released into the ocean, the majority of it is composed of plastic – this puts a major
burden on marine life. Most people don’t realize the impact water pollution has on marine animals. One
major problem is that many sea creatures mistake
it for food, leading to suffocation or intestinal
blockage. With all the trash accumulating in the
ocean, more and more marine animals are likely
to die. It also makes the oceans look more and
more dirty. I believe that if everyone were to
stop littering, the future would look noticeably
more green, and clean. As an individual, you can
do your part in promoting a litter-free future!





Throw away personal trash
Participate in local clean-ups
Spread awareness by telling others about
the negative environmental effects
Pick up sea glass

Sources
http://www.earthtimes.org/encyclopaedia/environmental-issues/pollution/
http://www.statisticbrain.com/littering-statistics/
http://www.guruhabits.com/littering/
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One Man’s Trash Is Another Man’s
Electric Bill
By: Will Shinn

In 1904, Sweden opened their first wasteto-energy (WTE) plant. Now, as a result of a few
progressive policies, waste-to-energy accounts for
about 32% of the electricity produced in Sweden.
Through a specific method, waste is taken to electric plants that use the trash to fuel them. It has
helped wean them off of dirty fossil fuels, and allowed them to dispose of up to 50% of solid
waste through incineration. The trend in the U.S.
however, has been to reject solid waste incinerators, and to go with the relatively cheap and traditional coal fired plants.
I’d ask though, is the true
cost of coal is lower? And if
countries like Sweden can
utilize WTE, why can’t we?
Luckily we can, and
there is no better time to
follow in Europe’s footsteps than now. We are
generating more waste than
ever, and our landfills
won’t be able to take the increasing pressure. On
top of filling the earth with rubbish, we are blowing the tops off of beautiful mountains to fulfill
our coal needs. These practices are far from sustainable, and are already causing noticeable harm
to the environment. Landfills can pollute the water table, and when we tax the land for resources,
surrounding ecosystems are visibly weakened.
That’s why I think it’s important to take
another look at the stinky treasures we are wasting on a daily basis. The seemingly endless supply

of trash we create can give back some of what has
been taken, all while preserving ranges like the
Appalachian Mountains. Burning garbage also
means reduced methane emissions as a result of
less waste in landfills to release the potent greenhouse gas. It kind of seems like a win-win considering we aren’t going to kick our energy habits
any time soon. Even better is that the factors that
kept us from further exploring waste-to-energy in
the 1950’s and 60’s aren’t as serious with new
technologies.
One of the main
concerns of incineration,
dioxins, can now be prevented or greatly reduced
by complex filtration and
cooling systems. The once
toxic practice has less of an
impact than coal, and is
making use of human pollution. It seems like an optimal time to incentivize
WTE and all renewable energy sources, for the
benefit of the U.S. and the globe. I think it’s also a
good chance to take on a new, more efficient and
sustainable mindset. We should take a view that
takes keeps our practices and their effects in mind,
therefore, we can reduce waste and improve the
health of our planet.
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By: Andrew Holloway

If you ever wanted to be on the show dirty
jobs, or wondered where the mess from oil spills and
other chemical spills go, then Clean Harbors and other
companies like it are a good place to start looking.
With more and more eco-friendly requirements for
companies being put into place, there are more companies like Clean Harbors popping up, and their job is
to maintain full compliance with all the regulations,
reducing waste emissions for better safety and quality
of health for their customers. Clean Harbors is a company that provides customers with the high quality
environmental services, while also trying to preserve
our natural environment. Their services include waste
disposal and recycling, chemical packing, field services, industrial services, production services and exploration services. Even though no company is perfect
in anyway, and this is their way to make a profit, it is
what I found out about their emergency response
team that really intrigued me.
While at the Rutgers career fair in January, this
company caught my eye because of their relief efforts
of Hurricane Sandy. When a natural disaster hits,
Clean Harbors is one of the first companies on the scene cleaning up the sewage, debris and other toxins
that could potentially be harmful to the environment.
It is their job to make sure that people have a clean
place to go back to. Along with many locals and other
companies, over 500 Clean Harbors’ employees were
there to help out when disaster struck. Their business
does not focus on helping others, but these places
where disaster struck can regain a sense of normalcy
while they are there to help clean up messes left behind from storms and other natural disasters.

Sources: http://www.bizjournals.com/boston/blog/
bottom_line/2012/11/clean-harbors-keeping-busy-with-sandy.html
http://cleanharbors.com/browse_by_service/emergency_response/
index.html

Each year, Clean Harbors manages over three
thousand environmental emergency responses or disaster recovery operations on land and water throughout North America. Whether it's a cleanup and removal of a single mercury bottle, a large-scale multiphase
containment and clean-up of a coastal oil spill, or damage from a hurricane, companies and governmental
agencies use Clean Harbors’ to help handle the emergency, disposing the waste with the health and safety
in mind. They also help with emergency preparedness
including guidance on emergency management, operations, planning, logistics, and finance and administration planning. Clean Harbors is just one of many environmental companies that offer these services, and it
is nice to know these companies exist to clean up after
our mess.
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Term Two:
The Time for Change is Now

along the proposed Project route.” However, the report fails
to mention the substantial environmental impacts of petroleum extraction of the tar sands and has been largely criticized
By: Luke Dougherty
in several editorials and statements by environmental groups.
Nonetheless, a budget measure, although symbolic in nature,
After being elected for a second presidential term,
Barack Obama and his administration have decided to pursue approved by the Senate on March 22 showed strong support
for the pipeline. Bill McKibben, founder of 350.org and relegislation concerning a couple of very pertinent issues, incent speaker at Rutgers, pledged to continue mobilization for
cluding immigration reform and gun control. Both of these
deserve the critical attention they are being given, and hope- opposition to the Keystone XL pipeline, such as at President
fully the ongoing discussions will lead to substantial congres- Obama’s fundraising trip to San Francisco on April 3, when
an estimated 1,000 protestors will turn up.
sional action. Unfortunately, environmental policy has been
put on the backburner once again, most likely due to strong
Realistically, it looks ever more likely that the presiRepublican opposition in the House. However, in his second dent will approve the pipeline, regardless of his pledge to
inauguration speech in January, President Obama claimed
support cleaner energy and tackle climate change. However,
that “we will respond to the threat of climate change, knowif he does, there needs to be a very loud response and a forceing that the failure to do so would betray our children and
ful demand for responses to climate change. As NY Times
future generations”, a statement lauded by those who waited Op-ed columnist Thomas Friedman writes, activists such as
patiently for the president to specifically speak on the subject. McKibben and his supporters need to go “chain-themselvesUnfortunately, present-day potential for climate change legis- to-the-White-House-fence-stop-traffic-at-the-Capitol kind of
lation looks rather bleak, so President Obama has pledged to crazy” in an effort to trade this defeat for some real political
use administrative power to make the necessary change.
leverage. Whether this includes a carbon tax, executive orWhether he does so is what environmentalists, and hopefully ders, clean energy innovation, or all of the above, there is no
doubt that this administration needs to take serious action,
the general public, will be observing closely.
perhaps as an apology of sorts, in the event that this pipeline
The Obama Administration’s first big decision withis approved. If another four years goes by without serious
in the realm of environmental issues will be revolving around
efforts to confront climate change, history will ultimately see
the approval or disapproval of the Keystone XL Pipeline.
President Obama’s rhetoric as baseless. The president has
This highly publicized proposal has been up in the air since
seen vast legislative success in a number of areas from health
2008 and has been the subject of numerous studies by the
care reform to financial regulation, which will hopefully conEPA, the State Department, and collegiate institutions. For
tinue this term with immigration reform and gun control, but
those who are not aware of the situation, the Keystone XL
given his inauguration speech and subsequent State of the
would connect the current pipeline system from the oil distri- Union, we are expecting big things on the environmental
bution hub in Hardisty, Alberta to Steele City, Nebraska, ex- front. If nothing happens, not only will there be a lot of disaptending for 1,179 miles. Environmental groups, a number of pointed citizens, but generations ahead will pay the price for
politicians, and many citizens have criticized the proposed
inaction today.
extension, citing concerns of possibly oil spills on sensitive
terrain and the fact that petroleum extract from the Canadian
tar sands creates significantly higher greenhouse emissions
Friedman, Thomas. "No to Keystone. Yes to Crazy." New York
Times. N.p., 9 Mar. 2013. Web. 24 Mar. 2013.
than conventional production, 17% greater according to a
State Department report. One of the greatest worries was the Graves, Lucia. "Keystone XL Protest Awaits Obama At San Francisco Fundraiser." Huffington Post. N.p., 20 Mar. 2013.
proposed location of the route over the Sand Hills in NebrasWeb. 24 Mar. 2013.
ka, although TransCanada submitted an amended proposal
with an alternate route, which Nebraska’s governor gave his Rosenthal, Elisabeth. "Life After Oil and Gas." New York Times.
N.p., 23 Mar. 2013. Web. 24 Mar. 2013.
support to.
This leads us to the current situation, one in which
President Obama has an extremely tough and important decision to make. In March, the State Department released its
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, which states,
“there would be no significant impacts to most resources

United States. US Department of State. Draft Supplementary Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) Keystone XL Pipeline
Project. [Washington]: U.S. Dept. of State, 2013. Print.
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By: Holly Berman

After 11 years, New Jersey has finally eradicated the invasive Asian long-horned beetle. The long-horned beetle is
black with white spots, and has antennas that almost resemble
horns, giving the insect its name. These tiny little bugs have
been extremely harmful to ecological conditions in New Jersey, and are responsible for the loss of over 20,000 trees.
They might be small, but the Asian long-horned beetle
will eat right through hardwood, killing tree after tree and leaving the wood useless. They predominantly attack maples, but
have also been found in willows, elms, and mulberries. Rhonda
Santos, a spokeswoman for the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, described the cross
section of an infested tree as looking like Swiss cheese.
The beetle arrived in New York City in 1996, most likely on a piece of international wood.
These bugs came from China, and managed to eat right through the tree trunks of multiple states,
including New York, New Jersey, Illinois, and Massachusetts. The New York Times reported, “Since
the discovery in Brooklyn, workers have removed 12,749 infested and high-risk trees from the four
boroughs, treated 588,000 others with insecticide and carried out 1.2 million inspections.” Fortunately, New York is expected to announce their victory in a war with the beetle by this summer.
Paul J. Kurtz, a New Jersey entomologist, was in charge of the eradication effort. In New
Jersey, the beetle was first spotted in Jersey City in 2002. By 2004, more serious infestations began
to take place. The last beetle was seen in 2006, but various confirmation cycles must occur before
a state can announce the invasive species eradicated.
It’s been more than seven years since an Asian longhorned beetle was seen in New Jersey, and you’d think the
entomologists would be thrilled. Mr. Kurtz, however, points
out that winning a battle doesn’t mean you’ve won the war.
Sources:
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/plant_health/
plant_pest_info/asian_lhb/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/23/nyregion/newjersey-eradicates-asian-long-horned-beetles-after-11year-fight.html?_r=0
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Special Friends Day
By: Denise Galianos

Through different programs, events, and organizations,
Rutgers University provides its students many opportunities to
get involved and become a part of the Rutgers community. Reflecting on my own experience, participating in events around
campus helped me to become better acclimated to college life,
meet new people, and discover my interests. Of the many
events I’ve taken part in, Special Friends Day is one of my favorites.
Rutgers University Recreation hosted its 21st annual
Special Friends Day this March, and had great success. Special
Friends Day gives children with developmental disabilities an
opportunity to bond with one another and Rutgers students
over the course of a fun-filled day. Each child is paired with two
Rutgers students, and they are invited to participate in many activities sponsored by Rutgers clubs and organizations. The entire gymnasium becomes a playground for everybody.
There are dozens of tables set up, each with a particular activity. A variety of arts and
crafts are available, ranging from play-do creations to painting. Other fun things to do include: the moon
bounce, the dunking station, ball tosses, basketball, and watching a movie. Animals from the Cook farms
are also brought to this special event, giving the children and students access to a petting zoo as well. To
keep the celebration lively and the energy level high, a DJ plays up-beat music for the entire event.
Special Friends Day is a great opportunity to gain exposure to a different community. Rutgers
students and children with developmental disabilities share a truly memorable experience
together, learning from one another and
having a great time. To read more about
the event, visit this link: http://
sebsnjaesnews.rutgers.edu/2013/03/
students-team-up-with-children-withspecial-needs-at-special-friends-day-onmarch-10/
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Raw Unpasteurized Milk vs.
Pasteurized Milk
By: Katie Fudcaz

The increasingly popular “know
your farmer” and organic agriculture
movements challenge many statues of
the Western capitalist food system.
Prominent governmental agencies such
as the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) face much scrutiny for
condoning the consumption of raw,
unpasteurized milk. According to the
FDA website, Pasteurization of milk
is defined as “a process that kills
harmful bacteria by heating milk to
a specific temperature for a set period of time. Pasteurization kills
harmful organisms responsible for
such diseases as listeriosis, typhoid fever, tuberculosis, diphtheria, and brucellosis (FDA, 2013).
Both the FDA and CDC claim, “raw
milk can harbor dangerous microorganisms and bacteria such as Salmonella, E. coli, and Listeria which
are responsible for numerous foodborne illnesses” (FDA 2013). The FDA
website extensively warns against
consumption of raw milk or dairy
items containing unpasteurized milk;
in fact, the FDA claims
“pasteurization DOES save
lives” (FDA, 2013). A CDC analysis
emphasizes that raw milk bacteria is
most dangerous to children, pregnant
women, older adults and individuals
with weak immune systems (FDA,
2013).
In contrast, organic farmer/
lecturer/author, Joel Salatin, and
author David Gumpert advocate raw
milk consumption for the multitude
of health, environmental and flavor
benefits it provides. Both Salatin
and Grumpert argue that Americans

have the right to “seek foods outside the regulatory system, like raw
milk, custom-slaughtered beef and
pastured eggs from chickens raised
without soy” (Foreward by Joel
Salatin). Gumpert’s latest book
“Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Food Rights” will be released on July fourth, providing an in-depth investigation of the capitalist food
systems and examining how the FDA
cracked down on groups like the
Amish for “growing against the system”. Due to the vast amounts of information supporting both pasteurized and unpasteurized milk it is
difficult to know which method is
better for human health, cow welfare, and the environment. It is interesting to examine is how raw milk
has given rise to the issue of food
justice and transparency. It’s up to
you to decide.

For more information, see: www.fda.gov/
Food/ResourcesForYou/consumers/
ucm079516.htm
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April Showers Bring May Vegetables
By: Julia Harenberg

Warm weather and food: just about the
two best things in the world, right? Spring is
finally here, and that means local fruits and
vegetables will soon be available to us. According to The Hunterdon County Democrat,
via the New Jersey Farm Bureau, New Jersey
agriculture is “healthier than it’s been in
years.” We didn’t suffer a drought last season,
and luckily, Hurricane Sandy did little damage
to our crops since most had already been harvested. So what does this all mean to Rutgers
students?
Why is buying locally grown produce so
important?
Aside from being delicious, buying local
produce has many other benefits. When you
go to the food store and by fruits and vegetables, many of them come from different countries all around the world. Most food is produced hundreds, or even thousands, of miles
away. Significant amounts of energy are used
in handling, transportation, and storage. The
worst part is that a big portion of that food becomes spoiled during its journey. According to
a study published in the Public Library of Science, 40% of food is wasted in the United
States. The study measured food throughout
the entire food system from farm to plate. To
break these numbers down further, 40% of
food wasted amounts to 1,400 calories wasted
per person per day, one quarter of U.S. annual consumption of freshwater is wasted, and
300 million barrels of oil used to produce food
are wasted.
Not only can buying locally grown produce reduce our energy consumption, but it
also has a great economic benefit for our
state:
“Farmland is a key economic and environmental resource for New Jersey, ranking
third in importance to the state’s economy behind pharmaceuticals and tourism. A strong

farm economy not only supports employment,
commerce and agriculturally related tourism,
but also strengthens the state’s local food system, helping to ensure access to healthy food
for all residents. This is why it is important to
find a funding source for preserving the state's
farmland, recently celebrating preservation of
200,000 farms.” –Hunterdon County Democrat
When we support our local farmers, we support growing employment and a healthier
economy. However, there are other issues at
hand.
Where can you buy locally grown produce?
There are many places where local produce is abundantly available, especially during
the growing season, in the spring, summer,
and fall months. One way to support local
farming is through community-supported agriculture (CSAs). A farmer has a certain number of shares that he offers to the public. The
interested customers purchase a share or
membership, and every week throughout crop
season they receive a box of produce. Sometimes this means just vegetables, but some
farms offer other products as well, like fresh
breads. There are full shares and half shares,
depending on how much food you would like
to receive, and members can often volunteer
to work on the farm for a few hours a week in
order to cut down the costs of their membership. CSAs have advantages for both the
farmer and the consumer. The farmers can
start to market their produce early in the year
before their 16-hour workdays begin, they receive payment early in the season to improve
the farm’s cash flow, and they are able to get
to know the people they will be feeding. The
consumers get extra fresh food with all of the
flavor and vitamins, they get to visit the farm
where their food is grown and develop a relationship with the farmer, and discover new
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foods and cooking techniques. Many of these
farms are also organic or naturally grown
farms. In order to find a CSA near you, log onto www.localharvest.org.
Local farms may have other programs
that are not CSAs. Jaklamas, LLC Farm and
Kitchen in Hunterdon County, NJ, has a program where a newsletter is sent out weekly
with the produce that they have available.
Customers are able to put in their orders and
then go pick it up. To find out what local farmers have available in your area, you can meet
many of them at farmer’s markets.
Farmers’ markets are probably my favorite thing about weekends in the summertime. Most farmers’ markets are held on Saturdays or Sundays from May or June through
October or November. Many farmers’ markets
will have tables from different farmers in the
area with products ranging from fresh produce
to eggs, breads, meats, honey, and so on.
There are many farmers’ markets held
throughout the state. The Rutgers Garden
Farm Market on Ryders Lane is held May
through November on Friday afternoons and
the New Brunswick Community Farmers Market is held June through October on Thursday
and Saturday afternoons. To find farmers’
markets in your area, state.nj.us/jerseyfresh
has a great site full of farmers’ market and
pick-your-own farm locations, fresh recipes, a
list of events, and more.
So, there you have it. Local produce
helps reduce our energy consumption, therefore, helping our environment. It helps support
our economy and provides employment opportunities. Local produce is fresher than other
produce, so it retains most of its nutrients. It
builds community, preserves land, uses less
packaging, and it tastes better.

Volume 5, Issue 5

http://www.localharvest.org/
http://www.state.nj.us/jerseyfresh/searches/
urban.htm
http://www.dosomething.org/tipsandtools/why-buy
-locally-grown

Sources:
http://turningearthllc.com/the-importance-of-localfood-production/
http://www.nj.com/hunterdon-county-democrat/
index.ssf/2013/03/
new_jersey_farms_mark_national.html
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A New Global Takeover
By: Paige Buzard

A new case study by the National Wildlife Federation, “Wildlife in a Warming World: Confronting the
Climate Crisis”, illustrates the role global warming has had in altering wildlife habitats. The study brings
attention to the global climate-originating issues such as “extreme weather, sea level rise, and wildfires.”
National Wildlife Federation scientist, Dr. Amanda Staudt says, “Some of America’s most iconic species—from moose to sandhill, cranes to sea turtles—are seeing their homes transformed by rapid climate
change.” Plant and wildlife species are shifting their entire ranges to colder regions. As these native species
move out of their original habitats, it leaves open niches for invasive species of animals and plants that can
adapt to the changes caused by global warming.
One major change that has ensued is the migration of plant species northward, and the annexation
of ecological niches by invasive species. Growing average temperatures and changes in rain and snow
patterns allow for invasive plant species like garlic mustard, kudzu, and purple loosestrife to move into new
areas. These invasive species outcompete and choke out native-growing plants by adapting to the new temperatures and climate better than the species that should be growing.
The changing climate alters the range of bird species northward. As climates warm, birds find suitable habitats in regions that were once too cool to sustain them. In a study of 305 North American bird species done by the NWF, 117 of those species have expanded their range by 35 miles north in the past 40
years.Alaska alone has warmed about twice as much as the continental United States. This has damaged the
Artic permafrost and many of the unique polar habitats.
Artic habitats are not the only ones that are threatened by the changing climate. Pine trees in the
Rocky Mountains are being harmed by beetle infestations because warming temperatures at higher latitudes
are allowing the beetles to spread north.
Larry Schweiger, president and CEO of the National Wildlife Federation says that, “we need the political leadership to make smart energy choices and wise investments in protecting our natural resources.”In
President Barack Obama’s January 21 inaugural address he discussed the priority of climate change: “We will
respond to the threat of climate change knowing that the failure to do so would betray our children and future generations… That is how we will maintain our economic vitality and our national treasure—our forests
and waterways; our croplands and snow-capped peaks.”
In hope, President Obama’s promise to the American people will be fulfilled to protect American habitats and wildlife for generations to come.
References:
http://www.nwf.org/News-and-Magazines/Media-Center/Reports/Archive/2013/01-30-13-Wildlife-In-A-WarmingWorld.aspx
http://www.nwf.org/~/media/PDFs/Global-Warming/Reports/NWF_Wildlife-Warming-World_Report_web.ashx
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Invaded Island
By: Paige Buzard

Who shall dare to walk that path,
So hidden under weeded wrath?

Of tangled roots so Bittersweet,
Thy native plants must claim defeat.

Days dry sun and sandy soil,
Cause native life boundless toil.

Invasive plants like soldiers marched,
To root in grit the sun had parched.

There Wild Radish found its place,
Upon your frail deserted face.

Shalt not forget that they are fiendFor foreign species still are green.

The beauty that which follows bloom,
Condemns native plants to endless doom.
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Reviving Extinct Species

By: Wajeeha Ansari

After the release of the movie Jurassic Park, it wasn’t uncommon for people to ask
the question, “Can we really bring back extinct animals?” Unfortunately, dinosaurs lived
too long ago for us to bring them back, but scientists have been conducting research that
could allow us to revive other extinct animals one day. While the prospect of this possibility
is truly exciting, it has also inevitably created a lot more questions and debate: Can we really de-extinct a species? Why should we do it? Are we “playing God”?
As far as the first question goes, scientists believe that we can revive a species with
new technology in DNA, writing that would allow us to recreate the genome of the extinct
animal. However, there is no way that the manipulated genome would be exactly the same
as the one of the original animal, so there is much debate as to whether or not it would still
count as the same species.
The reasoning for why we should even be doing this in the first place is also a cause
for great discussion. Most of the people who argue for it say that we should do it just because we can; the increased possibilities that could result from de-extinction in the future
could be substantial and we would never know if we never tried. Another reason for it is
that people believe it is our fault these animals went extinct in the first place and it is our
duty to bring them back.
However, there is always the other side of the argument. How can we release these
animals back into their natural ecosystems and expect them to assimilate without any
problems? Are we dealing with issues that should be outside of human control? Perhaps
these animals were wiped out for natural reasons and should be kept that way. Last but not
least, the amount of research going into reviving extinct animals could also be effective in
helping to bring endangered animals back to normal population size instead, which would
be beneficial specially if their populations are low due to anthropologic reasons.
In the end, it will be interesting to see where the discussion goes from here regarding
de-extinction and how far science can take us. If you’re interested in the continued discussion, check out the recent TED talk: TEDxDeExtinction hosted by National Geographic. Below is a list of the top nine extinct animals that could most likely be brought back.
1. Woolly Mammoth
2. Gastric-Brooding Frog
3. Passenger Pigeon
4. Dodo
5. Pyrenean Ibex
6. Carolina Parakeet
7. Woolly Rhinoceros
8. Moa
9. Thylacine (Tasmanian Tiger)

Sources: http://
news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/03/130305-science-animals-extinct-speciesrevival-deextinction-debate-tedx/
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Green Pope?
By: Tami Segal

On March 13, 2013, Vatican City became the Mecca of media and Catholics alike as Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio of Argentina was chosen to succeed Pope Benedict XVI. The name he chose for himself, Pope Francis I, after
Saint Francis of Assisi, has been discussed as much as Bergoglio’s heritage.
Not only is the new pope Argentinean, he is the first of many things; the first non-European pope in modern era, the first South American pope, the first Pope Francis, the first Jesuit pope, etc., but can he be the first environmentally conscious pope too?
Papal names have always given implications to the reign in which each pope sees to follow, and St. Francis
was a man not only of the people, but of the wildlife and environment as well. In the book, Fioretti (Little Flowers),
the saint is described in countless stories to which he shows a caring and loving side, by preaching animals and nature, as well as humans were directly created by God’s divine power.
Bergoglio is in line with this thinking since he has chosen Pope Francis as his new name, a sentiment that
has been confirmed by his early speeches. On March 19, 2013 during mass, the new pope declared, “Let us be protectors of creation, protectors of God's plan inscribed in nature, protectors of one another and of the environment. Let us not allow omens of destruction and death to accompany the advance of this world!”
Although he has some time before focusing on the actual activities to which his proclamations imply, it is
very important that he is making these statements early on. No other pope has been so straightforward and enthusiastic, nor spoken about the environment quite as much as Pope Francis has done so in his first few weeks of
papacy. And this is truly a hopeful sign.
Many leaders, whether presidents, prime ministers, or high office holders have the opportunity to bring
about change, but too many times politics get in the way and what was promised does not happen. Such is the
case with the environment. If there is any topic that has gotten shifted around, disputed, and done minimum
about (especially by world leaders) it is the global warming crisis. The pope holds a different power than these
world leaders. Although presidents and prime ministers have persuasion over countries, the pope in a sense holds
much more. He is not only an important figure, but one that can persuade people of all ethnicities and races, of
different cultures and religions, spread all throughout the world. Popes can move communities, cities, countries,
and entire religions to focus on an aspect in our modern time to do well. So it is astounding that Pope Francis, a
man whom many believe to have the power of God behind him, has picked the environment to save when it has
been ignored by so many other important figures. There is a good chance change will finally come, and perhaps
saving the environment will be another first to add to his list.
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Your Water Footprint
By: Jinal Kansara

Our most precious resource, water, is often taken for granted. We become
obsessed in our ability to consume, without taking into consideration the long term
repercussions. When it comes to water, most people are aware of the water crisis and
the importance for the availability of clean, accessible, drinking water. Most people,
however, do not consider just how much damage excessive water consumption can
cause. Because there is no immediate effect, we do not see the side effects, and therefore we are more likely to ignore them.
One hidden effect of excessive consumption is the need to build more dams. This causes devastation to the ecosystems
that builders destroy in order to channel the water. It not only damages ecological health, but also creates more greenhouse gases that are responsible for global climate change. Not to mention, the price of building a dam is very high. Excessive water consumption also causes erosion, salinity and desertification. In Australia alone, salinity costs about 1.5 billion dollars a year. Finally,
it also causes the degradation of rivers and wetlands.
The Colorado River has become severely depleted with nearly 5 trillion gallons of water being drained every year from
the river. So where is all this water going? You may be surprised to know that only 5% of your water footprint includes showers,
dishwashers, washing machines, watering the yard, toilets, sinks, and other household water usage. The other 95% of your water
footprint accounts for the food you eat, the products you buy, certain services and energy you use. Food production consumes a
lot of water. Nearly 338 gallons of water are used to produce one serving, about 3 ounces, of beef with the average American
eating 7 servings of beef each week. The production for poultry requires about 88 gallons per serving, about 3 ounces, with the
average person eating 7 servings of poultry a week. Even a gallon of milk, 16 cups, requires 880 gallons of water to produce with
the average American consuming a cup of milk per day. Also with energy production, water is used to produce fuels that allow us
to keep our lifestyle. A gallon of gasoline requires almost 13 gallons of water to produce and nearly 670 gallons of water a day are
needed just for electricity. No wonder there is a water crisis on our hands.
While it is hard to eliminate our water consumption dramatically, we must remember that every drop counts. By taking
simple steps such as remembering to close leaking faucets – which accounts for 10 gallons of water used per day – we can work
out way to restoring our natural resources.
To calculate what your water footprint is follow the link:
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/freshwater/change-the-course/waterfootprint-calculator/
For more facts and information about water conservation you can visit:
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/freshwater/water-conservation-tips/
Also if you are interested in saving the Colorado River, make the pledge to help today:
http://changethecourse.us
To see how much water is hidden in our every day life check out:
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/freshwater/embedded-water/
Resources:
http://www.savewater.com.au/research-and-resources/
why-save-water/consumption
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/
freshwater/change-the-course/water-footprint-calculator/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/
freshwater/water-conservation-tips/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/
freshwater/embedded-water/
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area of Newark are going to be heavily affected by
this expansion. While these cargo ships means fewer
trips and more cargo per load, the aftermath of the
By Rachel Alm
expansion may cause detrimental environmental impacts. Many locals of the port area are concerned
about increases in pollution, as the asthma rate in
Newark is higher than the national average already,
and the result in heavier traffic. An expansion of the
bridge could create work for Newark, where the
unemployment rate is 14.7, almost double the national average as well. The industry will run into
neighborhoods and create noise pollution and lower
air quality and perhaps affect overall quality of life
in the areas affected. The widening of ports to fit
new and massive Panamax Ships is a big problem to
tackle and the EPA rejected the initial report of the
environmental impacts since they want a more thorough, robustly researched proposal. I had the privilege
of going to a public hearing, hosted in Newark
The maritime shipping industry is undergoon the 14th floor of a conference building. It was a
ing a rapid change due to a new breed of cargo
ships. The world is officially going to be introduced confusing place to navigate and I can imagine it was
a huge deterrent for many attempting to visit it. Citito the New Panamax container ships upon complezens and locals are the ones most likely to be affected
tion of the Panama Canal expansion project, which
will be completed around 2015. This is causing quite by the project and they are also the ones who have
the least access to resources to adequately protect
a buzz in the shipping world and for international
themselves and their needs. While commerce and
industry, especially in large port towns along the
west and east coasts of the United States. New Jersey industry may increase, thus creating an expanded
job market, much of the employment might go to
itself is home to some stunningly busy cargo ports,
those not even associated with the area, so the beneincluding The Elizabeth Marine Terminal and Port
Newark. Both of these ports lie within the vicinity of fits they are claiming for Newark may not actually
come to fruition. Again, this is a far more complicatthe Bayonne Bridge, which spans the Kill Van Kull
ed case then the aforementioned facts, but it is going
and is also the fourth largest steel bridge in the
to affect an active, lively, and cultured part of our
world. While the Panama Canal is undergoing lock
state. We need to keep a close eye on the progression
expansion, both east and west coasts of the US are
struggling with competition as well. Many ports are of this project because there will always be more at
tackling strategies for how to get these massive new stake for those under the bridge than those above it.
ships to fit into their harbors. The differences in size Resources:
are staggering—the Panamax ships have a 5,000
http://www.panynj.gov/bayonnebridge/
TEU, (twenty-foot equivalent unit--it is how cargo
vessels are measured; one 20-foot unit has space for http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/
around 1,360 cubic feet) while New Panamax ships
news/2013/02/23/panama-canal-expansion-irkswill be able to hold around 13,000 TEU. That’s alsome-new-jersey-residents/
most triple the size of most modern cargo ships. The
http://maritime-connector.com/wiki/panamax/
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey is
working towards expanding the Bayonne Bridge to http://www.easternenvironmental.org/bayonneaccommodate these ships at a quicker rate then west- bridge-raising-the-environmental-justice-impact/
ern ports--but the effects could be disastrous in
terms of the neighboring cities that would be negatively affected.
The neighborhoods that lie in the iron-bound
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Giant Goldfish found in Lake Tahoe held by Researcher Chritine Ngai
PHOTO CREDIT: Heather Segale

What happens When the Goldfish Leaves the Bowl?
By Rebecca Noah
Have you ever wondered what would have happened to your first pet goldfish if it were given a bigger fish
bowl? Well, Bubbles may have ended up looking very similar to the giant goldfish in the picture. Massive goldfish
have been popping up in Lake Tahoe, California and experts are pointing the anomaly to aquarium dumping.
Apparently, in a corner of the lake there were approximately 15 giant goldfish living, an indication that the fish
are schooling and reproducing. Scientists have no way of knowing whether the common domestic goldfish (Carassius
auratus) was introduced as fully grown adults or as juveniles, but either way the introduction of very few individuals
can lead to a major environmental problem.
The goldfish in Lake Tahoe are just one example of the countless invasive species existing nationwide in aquatic and terrestrial systems. Invasive species are often detrimental to ecosystems because they usually have no natural
predators and outcompete native species for resources throwing off the ecosystem’s ecological balance. One major
concern of the goldfish is that they produce an abundance of nitrogen (in the form of ammonia waste), which can lead
to water quality issues. Nitrogen, when in excess, is a key nutrient that causes harmful algal blooms, drawing oxygen
out of the system and leaving the area bare and lifeless.
Aquarium dumping is one of the many ways invasive species make their way into ecosystems and now it may
also be one of the largest causes of invasive problems. A study done at University of California found that aquarium
dumping has contributed to one third of aquatic and invasive species problems worldwide (4). Aquarists and tank
owners dump unwanted tank life into toilets, sewers and or directly into a water source causing a load of problems for
the ecosystem.
Although researchers have no numerical data on how many aquarists are dumping, they know that aquarists
dump because the invasive species that present themselves in natural systems are only found in the aquatic pet–trade
industry and have no other way of arriving in the United States’ aquatic and terrestrial environments. To make matters worse, aquarium species are highly likely to survive in the wild because they already have to be tough to be able to
survive the pet trade (1). Some are even tough enough that they will survive a trip down the toilet.
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However, of the causes of invasive problems, aquarium dumping may be one of the easiest to mitigate beWith warmer weather just around the corner I— like many other individuals—am well aware of the impending bikini
cause it really only requires public awareness. Educating aquarium owners and pet shops about harmful affects
aquarium
dumping
help prevent
a lot of
aquaria
from
ending up in drainage
into waseason.
As always,
this could
reintroduces
that dreaded
word
into my
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It’s funnysystems
how so and
manyeventually
fear this word
when
terways. Likewise, federal and local laws prohibiting the trade or sell of certain very invasive species can also reduce
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technically
means
‘the sustenance
aninindividual
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on a daily
basis’. However, to go along with the current societal
ability for
thatisinvasive
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contact with
the natural
environment.

all

definition—where
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Fat,
aquatic pet can be sold or traded online or can also be brought back to pet shops to be put up for adoption, both of
Sick,
andare
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which
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My documentary
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be 4 the
inches
long and
lived epidemic
in a 10 gallon
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hejourney
was a trooper.
Rest
peace by
This
worldwide
obesity
and one
man’s
to turn his
lifeinaround
Goldie, you will always be a giant goldfish in my book!

losing weight. He starts his weight loss endeavor by drinking only fresh juice for sixty days, a process many know as juicing, followed by slowly incorporating healthy foods into his diet. Joe Cross, the main character, not only lost over one hundred pounds,
but was also able to stop
taking all of
his medications
justLive
by drinking
His blood pressure went down, his blood sugar norGoldfish
Should
Never
in a juice.
Bowl
In case you want to include a
malized, and his energy levels increased drastically. These tremendous results intrigued me. Is juicing
really healthy? Can anyone
multimedia experience here
and
6
Other
Lesser-Known
Facts:
is a youtube video about the
do it, and will it really improve their way of life?
discovery of the giant gold-

When juicing, you are simply extracting the juice from fruits and vegetables, which fish:
includes many important vitamins
http://
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your body, improve your digestion and assist in weight loss (MayoClinic). Additionally, it’s much easier to drink one cup of vege4. Contrary to popular belief, GOLDFISH LIVE A LONG TIME! The oldest rectables and fruits—
which
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and
Drug and
Administration’s
recommended daily requirements—than trying to
orded
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When
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and
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eat all of those products in their whole form in one sitting. However, juicing full time like Joe Cross is a bit extreme because
lifespan tends to be short-lived.
without eating fruits and vegetables whole, he was depriving himself of a substantial amount of dietary fiber. Fiber helps con5. Despite another common myth, Goldfish have pretty impressive memotrol cholesterolries—they
levels andhave
ensures
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have
healthy
bowel
a memory
span of 3-4
months
or more
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guish shapes, colors, and sounds. Goldfish can even preform tricks and

After recognize
consideringtheir
these
facts, I decided to try ‘part-time’ juicing, meaning I would juice for only one meal of the day and
owners.
eat normal,6.mostly
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the restanother
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whyweek
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in a I was thoroughly surprised by how delisurvive
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out each
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and how easy juicing really was. I was also surprised to find that each juice was filling, and I
could in fact replace a meal, such as breakfast, for juice and be perfectly content— more so than if I ate yogurt and toast for
breakfast, or even an omelet. I was also amazed by how much energy I suddenly had; I am generally already an energetic person, but when I drank the juice in the morning I would be energetic all day without the need for coffee. I definitely intend to
continue juicing—it makes me feel much more alert and I highly recommend it to anyone who is looking to feel better in a
Work
healthy way. One of my favorite juice concoctions thus
far isCited:
made of kale, cucumbers, apple, and tomatoes. If you are interested
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more information
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Oskin, Becky. "Protect the Oceans: Don't Flush That Fish!" Water: Ocean, Beaches, Rivers, Lakes. OurAmazingPlant.com, 14 Jan. 2013. Web. 11 Mar. 2013.
Lewis, Tanya. "Monster Goldfish Found in Lake Tahoe." LiveScience.com. Techmedianetwork.com, 21 Feb. 2013.
Web. 11 Mar. 2013.
Neuman, Scott. "Aquarium Dumping Linked To Giant Tahoe Goldfish." The Two-way. NPR, 22 Feb. 2013. Web. 11
Mar. 2013.

http://juicerecipes.com/http://www.liquidvitaminsleader.com/juice-cleanse/
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d GMO
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Labels
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by Selen A

Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) are a topic that is
highly debated and discussed amongst politicians, scientists, ethicists, teachers, students and numerous others groups. These three
words have become so commonly discussed that it would be surprising if someone had never heard of them before. What is GMO
and why is it a big deal? The definitions range depending on the
source and the people asked; however, according to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), genetically modified
organism is, “A term that refers to plants that have had genes implanted to improve their performance by making them resistant to
certain pesticides, diseases, or insects”. Interestingly, this definition alone can be perceived in various ways with respect to ethical
or scientific views. It is important because scientists discovered a way to manipulate and experiment with crops that affects growth
time, the number of crops, the size, the appearance and stability. According to the Center for Food Safety, it is estimated that over
70 percent of processed foods in supermarkets contain GMOs due to highly modified corn and soy. Over 85 percent of corn and 91
percent of soy is genetically modified. A majority of consumers are not knowledgeable about these statistics, which is why people
are adamant about labeling to increase awareness. So, why are there no labels indicating GMOs?
It is very challenging question but there are several reasons to why such labeling has not occurred in the U.S. One reason is
because GMOs have a long way to go with scientific research and there is not sufficient evidence concluding that GMOs are either
good or bad to consume. However, studies have shown that allergic reactions have formed toward modified products. Nothing more
has been unearthed regarding negative health impacts from GMOs. A New York Times article was written about GMO labeling in
the U.S. and stated that USDA finds it challenging to label products that are still in the research process of discovering the health
risks or benefits. In a way, young adults in this generation are the guinea pigs for genetically modified products and if risks do exist
in modifying genes, it will show when we age after consuming substantial amounts. It is also difficult to put modified items through
the labeling process if the current reasons are primarily ethical.
The consequence behind modified products is still developing, thus people have found other reasons to oppose GMOs and
demand labels throughout the nation. Ethics and moral issues have found a spot in the GMO labeling debate. Numerous consumers
believe that manipulating, modifying or altering a crop’s genetic material to include other species’ genes is unethical. To alter with
what Mother Nature gave us is viewed as very unethical. People who are strongly opinionated about these issues believe they have
the right to know if they are consuming such products. This is a very valid point; however, ethics and opinions alone may not be
enough to introduce the GMO label in our supermarkets. According to the New York Times article, “The F.D.A. and the U.S.D.A.
will not require any of these products, or foods containing them, to be labeled as genetically engineered, because they don’t want to
“suggest or imply” that these foods are different”. This angers those who strongly believe that GMO products are certainly different,
but how they are different leads us to the heart of the debate on whether labels should exist or not. Is the difference hyped up primarily for ethical reasons or are there serious health risks or impacts on consumers in which labeling would be crucial? These are
questions that the F.D.A. and its collaborators must take into consideration when discussing the labeling of modified crops.
Another aspect that F.D.A. and other officials have to consider is the number of farmers and businesses that depend on
genetic modification. Labels are usually a way of marketing that persuades the consumers to be attracted to or reject the items. The
GMO label would have a negative impact on the businesses and numerous farmers, thus they strongly disagree in having their products labeled in order to keep their businesses alive and thriving. These labels would be more like warnings to consumers that these
products contain GMOs, which is not the type of marketing these companies want to employ. The label may not only push away
consumers who are knowledgeable about genetic modification, but also people who can be referred to as floaters – those who decide to act in a certain way without much knowledge on the thing they are acting on. People who had no idea what GMOs were before the label, would see the new stamps and decide not to buy those items because either they are following the trend or because it
does not sound appealing them. Either way, if such a trend occurs, companies and farmers will most likely lose money and jobs and
will affect our economy even more.
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In general, genetically modified organisms have a long journey in research and the debate for labeling will continue
to be a strenuous one amongst numerous groups of people. People eat GMO products unknowingly almost every day while
research regarding the risks and benefits are still in progress. At this point, there seems to be no clear answer on whether
labeling is in the near future and if consuming GMOs poses serious health risks or not. For those concerned, purchasing local, organic produce from nearby farms is a great way to avoid them. There are ways around GMOs and educating oneself is
the most efficient way of consuming a GMO-free diet.
Work Cited
Bittman, Mark. "Why Aren’t G.M.O. Foods Labeled?" Opinionator Why Arent GMO Foods Labeled Comments. N.p., 15
Feb. 2011. Web.
Pollack, Amy Harmon And Andrew. "Battle Brewing Over Labeling Of Genetically Modified Food." The New York Times.
The New York Times, 25 May 2012. Web.

Interested in the Hudson-Raritan
Estuary? NY/NJ Baykeeper is the
citizen guardian of the estuary
and helps protect, preserve, and
restore the important resources in
New Jersey’s backyard. Follow on
twitter, instagram, and Facebook,
and stay in the know about what
Baykeeper is doing—and what we

http://www.nynjbaykeeper.org

Looking for a summer internship ?

http://honeybrookorganicfarm.com/about/farm-staff/
http://honeybrookorganicfarm.com/events/our-newsletter/
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The movement was beautiful; the crowd covered the
Mall lawn under the Washington Monument at noon, creating a
sea of signs, cheers, crazy costumes, and smiles. It was cold—
below 30 degrees with 25mph gusts of winds. However, these
weather conditions did not stop the passionate activists who
gathered there that chilly day. Key-note speakers inspired the
crowd to keep up their passion and enthusiasm. We heard from
environmentalists including Bill McKibben, the president of Sierra club, and others such as Canadian Native Americans who
spoke about being displaced by this project. After listening to
what our speakers had to say, the crowd took their cheers and
signs on a peaceful march to the Whitehouse, where we encircled the gated building, making our thoughts about the pipeline
known.

by Arielle Wortzel

This was an exciting event for several reasons—one
being that it shows there is hope for our future. What was expected to be 10,000 people at the rally turned into an excited
On February 17th, I joined over 40,000 people gathered
crowd of over 40,000 people. It shows that citizens are ready to
at the nation’s capital to protest against the Keystone XL pipetake action on climate change, and go to lengths such as travelline. The Keystone XL pipeline project is a proposed pipeline that
ing across the country to make their voices heard on the matter.
is meant to run 1,179 miles long, bringing crude oil from Canada
I will never forget the energy of the crowd, the experience of
down to the gulf coast. The implementation of the pipeline has
marching with thousands of others, and the people I met that
promised to guarantee increased oil production in the US, more
cold February day in Washington D.C.
jobs, affordable gasoline prices, and better international relations.
However, those in the rally were there to remind the
public that in addition to these proposed benefits, there are
many risks associated with the implementation of the pipeline.
For one thing, the pipeline will be destructive for the natural
ecosystem and communities around the area of construction. In
addition, the tar sands pose a threat to our fresh water supply,
with the possibility of tar sand spills. What’s more, the pipeline
would increase our country’s energy dependence on oil. With an
increased dependence on oil there would be less incentive to
invest in greener and more renewable sources of energy such as
wind, solar, and hydropower. Continuing to use oil as our main
source of energy also means higher carbon emissions, and increased carbon in our atmosphere is one of the key driving forces of climate change around our world.
The movement was peaceful yet powerful. People from
all different ethnicities, ages, incomes and parts of the country
came together to join forces in this event. Why? Because climate
change is something that affects everyone- no matter one’s
background or standard of living.
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The Lost Megafauna of Australia

While it seems like a shock to imagine that humans
with such limited technology could have had such a powerful
impact on the landscape that we see today, this idea is nothing
new and has been demonstrated in many other regions of the
by Kimber Ray
world. In the book Changes in the Land by William Cronon, he
Imagine living in a perilous environment, filled with one explains that we have early colonists to blame for the bitter cold
-ton lizards, marsupial lions, and 9 foot tall kangaroos. Over
winters and humid summers of New Jersey. By removing mas40,000 years ago, this was the reality in Australia, which was
sive amounts of trees from the landscape, winter winds peneonce dominated by giant vertebrates known as megafauna
trated deeper and there were fewer plant roots to absorb water,
(elephants and grizzly bears would be examples of modern meg- resulting in a swampier land and more humid summers.
afauna). Today, however, all of these megafauna are long exWhile Australia’s lost megafauna may be the first rectinct, and the debate on how this occurred seems to be moving
ord
of
humans
causing major changes to the functioning of ecotowards a surprising, though unwelcomed, conclusion: human
systems,
it
was
certainly far from the last. As we learn more
hunting triggered a mass extinction that drastically and permaabout
how
we
influence
the environment, it is becoming innently altered the future landscape of Australia.
creasingly clear that we are, have been, and continue to be, a
The debate on what caused the extinction of Australia’s critical component of the ecosystem. By doubting the capability
megafauna has dragged on for nearly half a century. According
of humans to exert such forceful and permanent effects on our
to Dr. John Alroy, a biological researcher in Australia, this is in
environment, what is at stake is more than just a basic underpart because “…the idea that Stone Age hunters could cause
standing of the world—it is our own place in the world that is at
such utter havoc across three entire continents over very short
stake. From the past to the present, we can see that we are retime spans strikes many people as incredible. Like it or not,
sponsible for our future—we must learn to not endanger it.
though, it's the truth, and it's time for us to all confront it.”
References:

One theory that remained popular for quite some time
in explaining the extinction of Australia’s megafauna was the
idea that climate change caused the landscape to shift and the
megafauna were unable to adapt. This theory, however, was
often criticized for failing to account for how the megafauna had
previously been able to comfortably survive two million years of
climate oscillations. What’s more, humans are estimated to have
arrived at Australia around 41,000 years ago—a time when climate change was relatively minimal. Only a thousand years later—40,000 years ago—the majority of Australia’s megafauna
was extinct.
The extinction of Australia’s megafauna was accompanied by drastic changes to the landscape and ecology of Australia. Once a lush rainforest, many of Australia’s ancient giants
were in fact herbivores who fed on the leaves and debris, thus
mitigating the risk of forest fires. Today, Australia is covered in
vast expanses of desert and grasslands. So the question for scientists was this: did the extinction of the megafauna—who consumed forest fire fuel— lead to forest fires that changed the
landscape, or did climate change alter the landscape, reducing
critical food supplies, and leading to the extinction of the megafauna?

Alroy, J. “Australia’s megafauna extinctions: cause and effect.” Australiasian
Science Magazine. May
2012. Web: < http://
www.australasianscience.com.au/article/issue-may-2012/australiasmegafauna-extinctions-cause-and-effect.html>
Diamond, J. Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies. W.W. Norton & Company: NY. 1999.
Rule, S. et al. “The aftermath of megafaunal extinction: ecosystem transformation
in Pleistocene
Australia.” Science vol. 335, p. 1483. March 2012. Web:
<http://211.144.68.84:9998/91keshi/Public/File/41/335-6075/
pdf/1483.full.pdf>
Image screenshot from: www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6QpByKoeHw

Procoptodon goliah—Australia’s extinct 9-foot kangaroo

Recent studies by a team of paleontologists have now
found the evidence needed to support the conclusion that it was
the arrival of humans, rather than climate change, that caused
the extinction of Australia’s megafauna. Through analysis of ancient spores and charcoal, they determined that changes to the
landscape occurred after the extinction of the megafauna, suggesting that changes to the landscape were the result of extinction rather than the cause of it. Thus, dwindling numbers of
megafauna resulted in more forest fires, which destroyed the
food and habitat of the megafauna, resulting in a deadly cycle
that ended in the extinction of these strange creatures.
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By Mary Ruffner

Celebrate
the Sun!

Spring has finally sprung! It is finally time to get out of the house
and enjoy the beautiful sunshine. The sun provides so many benefits for our bodies. Without the sun, we would not be able to absorb vitamin D, which helps us by reducing the risk of high cholesterol, high blood pressure, and cancer. The sun also provides many
health benefits including a boost to our immune system and metabolism, and improved liver and kidney function. Sunshine can also
help lower stress and anxiety, and helps fight depression. Most of
all, the sun allows us to enjoy the outdoors more comfortably, which makes everyone feel better.
So, get off the treadmill and take a walk around campus. Walking or jogging outside can help you feel
better and exercise longer than you might if trying to run or walk inside the gym. The change in scenery can
help inspire and motivate you to work harder. Exercise is a great way to feel good, and can help you be more
productive throughout the day. A great way to get outside is to start an outdoor activity. Get some friends
together and throw around a Frisbee. Rutgers has plenty of open fields to pick from, or you can even give the
Frisbee golf course on Cook Campus a shot! If Frisbee isn’t your thing, try starting a garden or another outdoor project.
If gardening is your passion, I highly recommend you check out our very own Rutgers Gardens on Ryders Lane. This is a beautiful place to walk around and enjoy, and there are also volunteer and work opportunities for those that wish to get more hands on. Even if you can’t make it to the gardens, plant your own flowers. You do not need a lot of space to make something beautiful: just a flower-pot and some seeds.
For the lovers out there, there is a myth that if you walk around Passion Puddle three times with the
person you love, they will be your future husband or wife. So if you want to secure that spot, a beautiful
spring day is your perfect opportunity to show passion for your significant other.
Explore what Rutgers and the New Brunswick area have to offer this spring. I promise, you will not be disappointed. So get out of the gym, get off the couch, get out of the house, and celebrate the sun!
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Dr. Clark's Strange Tails:
Chinese New Year, especially, turns out not so
festive if busy young professional women are unable to
show off a boyfriend to their parents. Thus, men offer
themselves as fake boyfriends for the equivalent of about
$50 a day, plus extras including about $5 an hour to accompany the woman to dinner, $8 for a kiss on the cheek,
and $95 to spent the night -- on the couch, of course, since
"sex" is not part of the concept. Recently, a reality TV series appeared for men needing women for home visits -often they are gay men who have not "come out" to their
parents.
The Fabulous British Government "Safety Net": Heather
Frost, 36, and mother of 11, is getting a brand-new, specially designed house through the Tewkesbury (England)
Borough Council, which deemed inadequate the duplex
that the family had been using at taxpayer expense for five
years. Frost had complained that she needed larger quarters
because one daughter now owns a horse and needs to stable it (and, said a stable worker, had almost acquired two
more horses, but that deal fell through)
Loretta Lacy, 49, perhaps set some kind of record in January as she sped from Sioux Falls, S.D., to Racine, Wis.
(about 500 miles away) just to make her granddaughter's
school dance. Although her daughter told a Minneapolis
Star Tribune reporter that her mother "can make it from A
to B faster than maybe the average person," Lacy collected
four speeding tickets during one 2 1/2-hour stretch, including for speeds of 88, 99 and 112. Of course, she arrived
late.

Leadership Opportunities
and Service Trip Fair

Questions, Comments,
or Concerns? We would
LOVE to hear from
you! Email us at:

When: April 10th
Time: 6:00pm
Where: DCC, Trayes Hall
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